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Reviewer's report:

I appreciate and found the manuscript greatly improved. However, I would like authors to work more because of the following points.

(1)

My first point is, again, their fMRI analysis procedure.

First of all, I apologize my rigidity in advance.

I have read authors’ responses to my previous first point as well as to my request to show a section view of fMRI results.

I am afraid I think authors might have a basic misunderstanding of fMRI processing or image processing in general. I would like authors to understand that not only segmentation (I appreciate the effort to provide the parcellation data) but also any image processing includes an error. If you process images with a large distortion such as a giant cyst, the error might also become large. The activation shown in Figure 3 might be falsely enlarged or compressed because of the errors during the image processing.

In this regard, our image technologist once warned me that "be careful, image tells a lie." To minimize such a "lie" or error as much as possible, we usually perform fMRI statistics using slices in the native space of the patient, i.e., to avoid errors caused by warping procedures.

My misunderstanding previously was that I thought authors also followed such a standard procedure of statistics using slices, and then rendered the results on the surface base. For this reason, I requested authors to show a section view of fMRI results. But now, I understand that they only conducted a surface base statistics, as they wrote "whole analysis was done using a surface-based approach" in their comment.

If you performed fMRI statistics in the surface base, it inevitably included the image processing errors caused by the surface rendering (as well as errors by segmentation and parcellation). How
did authors check the false activity ("lie") presented by an erroneous enlargement or compression during the surface rendering?

I am sorry to be harsh. However, as a scientist, I would, again, like authors to show a section view of activation *after* performing a standard fMRI statistics using just slices in the native space without any warping. I mean, authors would conduct statistics using slices in a voxel-by-voxel manner as in a standard method and show the activation maps of slices including the central sulcus. The maps would be informative in directly understanding a correspondence between the cyst and activation. I believe many clinicians would be eager to see the results.

(2)

I would like authors to clearly explain the fMRI procedure. What movement did the patient perform during fMRI? Perhaps, flex and extend back? The authors wrote: "All 5 digits were stimulated before any digit was stimulated again." It sounds that the fingers were stimulated by an experimenter using something, but I suppose the patient voluntarily moved his fingers. Am I right? I would like authors to rewrite this part to avoid misleading.

How long did an fMRI run last and how many blocks did a run had? Thirty movement blocks and how many rest blocks? How many runs did the patient perform? Perhaps, 2 for left and right hands each?

Also, in the imaging method section, how many volumes did they acquire during fMRI?

I hope the authors clarify these points.

(3)

I think that a case presentation part would come just after Introduction in many papers. What do you think?

(4)

I am sorry again, but I would like to learn the discussion after the modifications concerning the above points. In any way. I perceive the whole manuscript including Discussion has been greatly improved. I appreciate their efforts. I would like to review this paper in the near future again.
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